NovAtel Announces CMA-4048 LGR Business Transition to CMC Electronics

In an effort to better align business priorities and to improve the timeliness of support for the CMA-4048 LAAS Ground Receiver (LGR), NovAtel Inc. is announcing the transition of this product to CMC Electronics. CMC Electronics - based in Montreal, QC - is the original equipment manufacturer of the CMA-4048 LGR, and will assume worldwide responsibility for sales and support of the product for current and future customers.

The CMA-4048 LGR product will be available for order through NovAtel until:

**July 30, 2016**

Shipments may be scheduled from NovAtel for no later than:

**December 31, 2016**

Questions and ongoing support issues should be directed to

Iyad Abdul-Baki,
Aviation GPS Program Manager
iyad.abdul-baki@cmcelectronics.ca

About CMC Electronics

Esterline CMC Electronics (CMC) has achieved an international reputation for innovation and excellence in the design, manufacture and support of electronics products for the aviation market. CMC’s focus is on delivering innovative cockpit systems integration and avionics solutions to its commercial and military customers worldwide. Its principal locations are in Montreal, Quebec; Ottawa, Ontario; Chicago, Illinois; Xenia, Ohio; and Kortrijk, Belgium.

CMC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Esterline Corporation (NYSE:ESL, www.esterline.com), a specialized aerospace and defense company headquartered in Bellevue, Washington that employs over 13,000 people worldwide.

Esterline CMC Electronics is a major supplier to the aerospace and high-technology industries, airlines, military agencies and government customers around the world.